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What Is Link Building in SEO?
Why Build Links?
Google Penguin Update and Backlinks
Best Link Building Techniques That Work in
2022
❑ Evergreen strategies
❑ Try something new

Why You Need Professional Support for Link
Building?

It is a fact that link building is not dead. It continues to be an effective way
to boost Google search rankings and earn brand trust.

Are you new to link building? Take a look at these basic details.

What Is Link
Building in SEO?

Link building is important for search engine optimization (SEO). It’s one of
the major factors search engines use to determine rankings in search
results.

Link building refers to the process of placing your website or content link
on other websites to build hyperlinks or backlinks and thus build an online
presence, improve search engine visibility and create an image of brand
trust.
Any business having a website needs to know how to build links to their site
to rank well on Google. Also called inbound links, the quality of your site’s
backlinks determines the popularity of your website in search engines like
Google. The more the number of backlinks to your site, the better will be
your ranking, and you achieve a high level of authority and influence in your
industry.

Read our Blog:

How White Label Link Building Services Impact SEO –
Points to Consider

Why Build Links?
It earns brand
trust
It adds value
to content

Links are
important
for SEO

It is
Google's
top ranking
factor

It generates
future leads

Google Penguin
Update and Backlinks
In the past few years, link building has changed rapidly. The focus is more
on quality and relevance now than on quantity.

Prior to the Penguin algorithm, link volume played a key role in
determining a webpage’s score when crawled, indexed, and analyzed by
Google. This Penguin 4.0 update in 2016 aimed at removing a lot of the
low-quality links. Google targeted web spam and manipulative link building
tactics and looked at the percentage of good quality links compared to
those of a spammy nature.

The main forms of web spam that the Google Penguin update fights against
are - unnatural links, which are backlinks generated by link purchase or link
rent from link farms; artificial linking, which involves mainly keyword links
that are set on a website; or quick link growth, which is when a website
receives many incoming links quickly, it can be flagged as web spam.

This algorithm update takes into account the volume of high-quality links
and compares natural links with the number of spammy links. To adhere to
the webmaster guidelines, Google recommends that websites attempt to
first reach out to webmasters of websites from where the bad links are
originating and request their removal. Maintain good links, as they help
your SERP rankings.

Instead of manually removing those low-quality links, it may be worth
focusing on increasing the number of quality links your website has. The
more number of quality links you gain, the easier it will be to release your
website from the grip of Penguin.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022

Evergreen SEO Link-building Strategies
Quality Content Works
Creating exceptional content could give your brand a great impact. Quality
content or pages that link externally to a website help to create organic
reach. Start with good content. Create some high-quality blog posts or
articles. Make your content long, elaborate, interactive and of highquality. Perform keyword research and choose some industry-related
topics that are of interest to your targeted customers on a consistent
basis. You can consider taking support from professional content writing
services in New York.
Use tools like SEO Profiler to check out what your targeted audience
mostly searches for, and choose your content topic based on those
reports.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022

I answered the question marked above in this PDF, as it has the
most searches.
Share something interesting and valuable with your customers and
give them the reason to share your post and thus link back.
According to a report from Backlinko, “Why" posts, “What” posts,
and infographics received 25.8% more links compared to videos and
“How-to” posts.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022

Read our Blog:

Focus on
seasonal
content,
as it
increases
the
potential
to drive
link traffic.

https://www.outsourcestrategies.com/blog/some-wacky-icd-10codes-for-thanksgiving-day.html

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022

Post Q&A content on sites like Quora that have a high
domain authority score. Make sure to attach a backlink to
learn more information, as it helps to boost traffic,
increase credibility and enhance your SEO score.

Outsource Strategies International
(OSI) is an experienced medical billing
company in the U.S. Some of the
company’s informative articles have
been featured as cover story in BC
Advantage Magazine.

BC Advantage is a highly
acclaimed, CEU-approved
national online healthcare
publication.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Recycle Your Old Content
Consider repurposing some of your
old popular content in diverse
formats rather than adding more
and more brand-new content to the
list of content that’s already
available online. Consider creating
videos, infographics, PDF, PPT,
posters etc. based on information
from better ranking old blog posts
or articles.

Read our Blog:
https://www.managedoutsource.com/inf
ographics/5-ways-increase-data-entryspeed-and-accuracy/

For instance, the above infographic is created out of the blog post
5 Data Entry Hacks to Increase Speed and Efficiency”
Articles with infographics
earn 178 percent more
links (Neil Patel). So,
creating infographics is an
important link-building
tactic that you can’t ignore.

First, take a list of your bestperforming content. By
repurposing content, you can
create multiple pieces from one
original article, driving more
traffic and the total number of
backlinks that you receive from
it.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Do Guest Posting
This traditional link building tactic works now too.

Guest posting is creating a blog or article for another website
that falls under your business niche. It helps you get
significant traffic and brand exposure. Great content is crucial
to improve your SERP ranking and build more backlinks.
https://www.billing-coding.com/editorial-articles.cfm?edbid=167

Guest post on websites that
are related to your industry.
For instance, here’s one of our
blogs posted on
einsteinmarketer.com. Instead
of choosing guest blogging
websites with “write for us”
type of pages, focus on
websites that fall in your niche
or related verticals for higher
link relevance. Be strategic
and authentic while guest
blogging.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Blog Commenting
Blog comments are a great way to promote content,
diversify anchor text and build out a natural link profile.
Write well-thought-out comments that complement the
content of the original post. We’ve found 100-150-word
responses to work best for comments; they’re not too long
yet give you enough space to put your point across.

While at it, drop a
link to a relevant
piece of content on
your website that
offers more insights
into what you said in
your response.

The first step is to find high quality blogs
relevant to your industry. Make sure to add
your name, include valid email address
and add clear comments. Choose one
point from the post relevant to your
industry and expand on it.
Consider not to outsource or automate
blog comment
Avoid commenting on spammy sites and
stuffing keywords

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Social Media Attracts Links
Social signals are important for rankings and so sharing content
on social media sites is a great link-building tactic. Staying active
on social media networks adds to your link building plan and
guest post efforts. Stay active on social media, as the links
generated from these networks perform better on SERPs.
Don’t just focus on one or two platforms like Twitter or Facebook,
share posts and engage with your audience wherever they are.
It is ideal to run a contest and offer attractive prizes or discounts
that will engage your audience and boost the number of links
going back to your site.

Find innovative tactics to
expose your brand and
site to more people on
these platforms. Share
new posts, images, and
keep your audience

updated.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Focus on Link Reclamation
Link reclamation is the process of finding, and fixing broken or
removed links to your site and replacing them with updated URLs.
Your link could be affected, if webmasters constantly revamp their
websites, change URL structure, rework content or even delete nonperforming pages. It can result in broken links or “dead links”. Broken
links are previously existing links or backlinks which are now lost
(broken). These links need to be found and reclaimed. Reclaiming
backlinks plays a key role in regaining link value, maintaining your
rankings, building your backlink profile and improving your site’s SEO.
Find out broken internal links and update or replace the URLs.
Find lost or broken external backlinks, which is more challenging than
fixing internal links. You need to reach the site owners and provide
the correct links to your website.
At times it happens that the image may not correctly link back to your
site, resulting in broken links. Perform a reverse image search to
identify such images and correct them with the right links.
To fix broken links, consider using tools such as Ahrefs Site Explorer,
Deep Crawl, or Google Analytics. Google Images or TinEye can be
used for reverse image search. Make sure that link reclamation is a
part of your marketing strategy. Never miss this chance to improve
your site’s credibility and authority.
Read our blog : What Is Broken Link Building and How Important Is It for SEO?

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Check Those Unlinked Mentions
No doubt, links from
established sites will lend
credibility and authority to
your website. But, what if it is
unlinked? This is what
unlinked brand mentions are.
It refers to mentions of your
brand on published sites, but
not linked back to your
website. Brand mention link
building is converting those
unlinked mentions into highvalue backlinks.

To fix broken links, consider
using tools such as Ahrefs Site
Explorer, Deep Crawl, or
Google Analytics. Google
Images or TinEye can be used
for reverse image search.
Make sure that link
reclamation is a part of your
marketing strategy. Never miss
this chance to improve your
site’s credibility and authority.

Contact the site’s webmaster either through contact emails or
through standard contact form. Make it clear that linking to your
website not only benefits your brand, but also provides value to them
and their audience.
Follow up, until you get the link added. Use an alternative contact
email, if the one you’re using isn’t monitored.
This is how importing unlinked mentions into
BuzzStream looks like.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Check Those Unlinked Mentions

You can create a prospecting list and include sites that aren’t
already in your account.
No matter which link-building strategy you use, make sure you
track the backlinks. Be aware of the authority sites that link
back to you.

Best Link Building
Techniques in 2022
Check Those Unlinked Mentions

Tools like Uber suggest can help track whether your SEO link
building strategies are paying off or whether you need to
implement something new.
Some Other Link Building Strategies You Can’t Ignore

➢ Infographic creation
➢ Use the broken links strategy
➢ Competitor link analysis
➢ Public release submission
➢ Add local citations
➢ Newsletter subscriptions

Why Do You Need
Professional Support
in Link Building?
36% of businesses hire outside experts or freelancers for
link building efforts (Aira)
➢ Link building is not that easy

➢ It is time-consuming and requires expertise
➢ Quality of the link matters, not quantity
➢ Effective content marketing campaigns

Have You Tried Any of the Above-mentioned Link Building
Strategies? What Was the Result?
Meet MedResponsive, the Long Island SEO expert!
We integrate white hat link building solutions with your website’s
digital marketing structure to bring you quality web traffic and build
better brand recognition. Our content marketing strategies and social
media campaigns are also optimized to maximize your website’s
backlink strategy.
Let our team know the challenges you’re facing.

Call us at (631) 494-3324 or send an email to
info@managedoutsource.com

